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Outline for today

� What Wikipedia is, institutionally

� Guidelines

� How-to

� What EHA’ers can do

For WiFi here use attwifi and password BANQUET

This event’s page:
From Wikipedia search for   Wikipedia:Meetup/DC/EHA
Or by URL:    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Meetup/DC/EHA



First, optionally:  
create an 
account

Your username 
will be 

associated with 
the edits you 

make



What wikis are

� Tim Berners-Lee intended Web for read & write,1990
� Ward Cunningham makes first “wiki”, 1993

� A wiki is a web site that:  
� is editable from the browser directly
� remembers its past versions 

� has easy concise links between its own pages

� has pages written in “wikitext” which is simpler than HTML

� There are many implementations of wiki software

� Quickly there were reference works on wikis

� Wikis are used in organizations too; new job roles
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Wikipedia institutions (1)

� The Wikimedia Foundation (WMF), a nonprofit, makes 
the MediaWiki software and runs the servers

� There are Wikipedias in many languages (>250)

� Edited by volunteers
� Edits and versions are recorded indefinitely

� “Everything’s in a database”

� 4.3 million articles in English Wikipedia
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Wikipedia institutions
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Operating principles include these:
• Wikipedia is written from a neutral point of view. 
• Wikipedia is free content that anyone can use, modify, 

distribute. 
• Wikipedia does not have firm rules.

(Source http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars)

Other Wikimedia:
• “Commons” is a wiki with pictures and other files
for any language
• Wikisource – historical texts with transcription



Institutions and lingo
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� Article -- the encyclopedia entries
� Editor – any user who makes an edit

� Bots – software tools that edit outside the browser

� WikiProject – a set of pages on Wikipedia where 
editors coordinate around a field or topic
� WikiProject:Economics and WikiProject:Academic Journals

� Local chapters, like Wikimedia-DC
� Edit-a-thons – events for editing

� GLAM = Galleries, Libraries, Archives & Museums

� Vast universe of policies, projects, roles, newsletters, 
subunits, mediation processes, too much to say



Anatomy of an article
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. . . . . .
. . . . 

Lead section, or lede
Notability must be clear there

Table of contents appears
automatically

Infoboxes help people apprehend the
subject quickly

Footnotes take effort but help people
drill down into our specialities

Categories, at the bottom, are used for 
finding related subjects



History of 
an article
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A user can see the 
history of changes to a 

wiki page.

. . . . . .



Wikipedia for class work
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� University instructors assign students to contribute 
content to Wikipedia as part of coursework, supported 
by trained Wikipedia mentors (“Wikipedia
Ambassadors”).

� There are many examples online

� Wikimedia Foundation can support this
� Online orientations, videos, handouts

� A “Wikipedia Ambassador” can watch, consult online, help with 
uncertainty or dispute, on campus or online

� Work with univ library or instruction support group
� Many handouts, in the back.  And/or, ask me offline.



Guidelines and reflections
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� Start small ; build a “reputation” ; Copy examples 
� Address broad audiences

� It’s normal to feel possessive or upset occasionally
� Try to keep cool

� You don’t have to make it perfect
� It takes practice

� Edit yourself before using in class

� There are many roles – adding content, copy-editing, category-
definition, vandalism-watch, new-articles-watch, biography-of-living-
people watch, arbitration, photography, software development, 
running the bots for formatting, copyright expertise, funding, . . . .

� Be respectful to other denizens regardless of name or 
anonymity: Woohookitty, Headbomb, Yobot, Killer Chihuahua



There are 
many 

openings for 
new content.  
This article is 

new.

Why do it?
It’s a place to 
build common 
information.



Question for EHA:  Cleometrics?
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We’re ready to edit!
Create a user account 
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� You can edit without an account
� IP address is recorded (can be more, or less, private) 

� Don’t share an account
� Don’t create an account for an organization, or named for it

� User name: real name or pseudonym, are fine
� Advantages of an account: 

� A record of your work builds credibility

� More permissions
� You get your own “sandbox” page to practice editing



User has a talk page,
Sandbox, talk page,

Watchlist
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WikiWomen’s lunch 2012
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Source:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WikiWomen%27s_Lunch,_Wikimania_2012.jpg


